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ABSTRACT 
We give an explicit formula for the Moore-Penrose inverse of an m X n partitioned 
matrix M- AD 
( ) BC' 
and then derive some representations, which are simpler in 
form when conditions are placed on the blocks of the partitioning of the matrix. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an m X n matrix over the complex field, then the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of A, denoted A + , is an n X m matrix such that 
AA+A=A, (1.1) 
A+AA+=A+, (1.2) 
@A+>*=AA+, (1.3) 
(A+A)*=A+A. (1.4 
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The purpose of this paper is to determine the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
an m x n partitioned matrix 
We then show that M+ can be represented in a simpler form when certain 
conditions are placed on the blocks of the partitioning of the matrix. 
We shall use the following well-known facts in our work [e.g. see 61. 
A+=A*(AA*)+=(A*A)+A*. (I-6) 
(AA*)+ =(A+)*A+. (I.7 
If N(A) denotes the null column space of A, 
thenN(A)cN(B)ifandonlyifB=BA+A. (1.8) 
N(A*) cN(B*) if and only if B=AA+B. 
If R (A) denotes the range or column space of A, 
then N(A) and R (A*) = R (A ’ ) are orthogonal complements. 
IfE=A*D+B*C,thenN(E)xiV(D)nN(C); 
ifalsoA=DandB=C,N(E)=iV(D)nN(C). 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
II. MAIN THEOREM WITH CONSEQUENCES 
First, we state two lemmas without proof which appear in [4]. 
LEMMA 1. lfMisanmXnmutrixpartitionedasM= A 0 
( 1 
, we have 
BC 
M+=( ‘O+ “,;;I), where P= BB* + CC*, if and only if AB* =O. 
LEMMA 2. If M is as given in Lemm 1, then M+ = 
where K=A*A+B*B, if and only if B*C=O. 
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Now we state our main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let M- 
(> 
A D.Then 
BC 
where 
K=A*A+B*B, 
E=A*D+B*C, 
R=D-AK+E, 
S-C-BK+E, 
L=R*R+S*S, 
T=K+E(Z-L+L), 
F=L+R*+(z-L+L)(z+PT)-'(K+E)*K+(A*-EL+R*), 
and 
H=L+S*+(Z-L+L)(Z+T*T)-'(K+E)*K+(B*-EL+S*). 
Proof. Cline [3] has shown that if UV* =O, then 
(u+v)‘=u++(z-u+v) 
x[G++(Z-G+G)QV*U+*U+(Z-VG+)], 
where 
G= V- UU+V, Q=[Z+(Z-G+G)VSU+*U+V(Z-G+G)]-‘. 
Now, let U=(i i), V=(i z). Then (“, z)=U+V and UV*=O. 
Hence Cline’s theorem is applicable. By Lemma 2, U + = 
where K=A*A+B*B.ThusG= ,where E=A*D+B*C. 
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Let R=D-AK+E and S=C-BK+E. Then we have 
Therefore, by Lemma 1 and the fact G + = ((G*)‘)*, we get 
where L= R*R + S*S. Hence 
ThUS, 
where 
and 
I-G+G=(; z_;+L). 
U+V(Z-G+G)= 
T=K+E(Z-L+L), 
K+(A*-EL+R*) K+(B*-EL+S*) . 
0 0 
so 
where 
and 
(I- U’V) =(; -;+E). 
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Therefore, 
Z-U+V)[G++(Z-G+G)QV*U+*U+(Z-VG+)]= -K+EF -K+EH 
F H 
and finally we get 
(; ;)+=( K+(A;-EF) K+(B;-EH) 
This concludes the proof. 
We note the following identities: Let I = Z + T* T. Then 
]L+=L+ =L+]andJ-lL+L=L+L=L+LJ- 
L=C*S+D*R, 
R*A+ S*B=O, 
RF= RL+R* > 
RH- RL+S* 3 
SF= SL+R*, 
SH= SL+S* 9 
FA+ HB=J-‘T*, 
FD+HC=L+L+Z-J-l, 
(FA+HB)*=K+E-K+E(FD+HC), 
J-‘F-L+R*-J-‘T*K+(A*-EF)=O, 
J-lH-L+S*-J-‘T*K+(B*-EH)=O. 
n 
(24 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The above identities can be proved in a straightforward manner by noting 
that the following null-space inclusions always hold: N( K ) c N(A), N(K ) 
c N(B), N(K) c N(E*), N(L) c N(R), and N(L) c N(S). Therefore, from 
(2.1), F and H can be rewritten as 
F=L+R*+J-‘T*K+(A*-EL+R*), (2.13) 
H=L+S*+J-‘T*K+(B*-EL+S*). (2.14) 
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Furthermore, by using the identities (2.1) through (2.12), we can show 
directly, without the aid of Cline’s theorem, that 
K+(A*-EF) K+(B*-EH) 
F H 
is the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
if and only if R*=O and T*K+A*=O. 
if and only if F = 0. But from the definition of F, we 
have 
LF=LL+R*=R*, since N(L) cN(R). 
Hence F = 0 implies R* = 0. Thus, from (2.13), we can see that F = 0 if and 
only if R *=Oand T1’K+A*=O. n 
Note. F=O implies L=S*S. Thus L+S*=(S*S)+S*=S+ and H=S++ 
J-?K+(B*-ES+). 
COROLLARY 2. M+= K+(A*-EL+R*) K+(B*-EL+S*) 
L+R* L+s* 
only if T=O. 
Proof. Suppose T= 0; then from the theorem and the identities (2.13) 
and (2.14), the result follows. Now, suppose 
K+(A*-EL+R*) K+(B*-EL+S*) 
L+R* L+s* 
Then from the theorem and the identities (2.13) and (2.14), we have 
T*K+(A*-EL+R*)=O, (2.15) 
T*K+(B*-EL+S*)=O. (2.16) 
Postmultiplying (2.15) and (2.16) by D and C, respectively, and adding the 
results, we get, by using the identity (2.2), 
T*K +E(Z- L+L)=O. (2.17) 
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Hence, T* T= 0, and then T- 0. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
T=O, 
N(L)cN(E), 
N(L)cN(C) and N(L)cN(D). 
n 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Proof. By the definition of T, we get immediately T = 0 if and only if 
N(L) c N(E), since N(K) c N(E*). N ow we show that (2.18) holds if and 
only if (2.20) is correct. Suppose T = 0. Then 
D-DL+L=D(Z-L+L)-AT=D(Z-L+L)-AK+E(Z-L+Z,) 
=(D-AK+E)(z-L+L)=R-RL+L=o, 
since N(L) C N(R). Similarly, 
C-CL+L=C(Z-L+L)-BT=S-SL+L=O, 
since N(L)cN(S). On the other hand, suppose C= CL+L and D= DL+L. 
Then 
T=K+E(Z-L+L)=K+(A*D+B*C)(Z-L+L)=O. 
Hence the proof is complete. n 
COROLLARY 3. M+= K +A* K+B* 
L+D* L+C* 
if and only if E = 0. 
Proof. Suppose E =O. Then from the theorem and the definition of each 
matrix, we get the result immediately. 
Now, suppose M + = K+A* K+B* . Then, from the theorem and the 
L+D* L+C* 
definition of R and S, we have 
L+E*K+A*-J-‘T+K+(A*-EL+R*)=O, (2.21) 
L+E*K+B*-J-‘T*K+(B*-EL+S*)=O. (2.22) 
Premultiplying (2.21) and (2.22) by L+L, and using the identity (24, we get 
L+E*K +A* -0, (2.24 
L+E*K +B*=O. (2.24 
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Postmultiplying (2.23) and (2.24) by A and B, respectively, and then adding 
them, we have 
L+E*K+K=O. 
ThUS, 
EL+=O, (2.25) 
since N(K) c N( E*). Now, by the theorem, we have 
K+EF=O (2.26) 
K+EH=O. (2.27) 
From (2.13), (2.14), (2.25), (2,26), and (2.27), we get 
K+E]-'T*K+A*=O, (2.28) 
K+EJ-?K+B*=O. (2.29) 
Postmultiplying (2.28) and (2.29) by A and B, respectively, and then adding 
them, we have 
K+E.f-'T*=O. (2.30) 
From (2.25), we get 
T=K+E. (2.31) 
Now, J-‘T*T=Z--J-‘implies K+E(Z-.l-')=O by (2.30). Hence 
K+E=K+E]-'. (2.32) 
Therefore, from (2.30), (2.31), and (2.32), we obtain 
(K+E)(K+E)*=O. 
This implies K +E = 0, and then E = 0. Thus, the proof is complete. n 
COROLLARY 4. 
M+= K+(A*-EJ-'T*K+A*) 
( 
K+(B*-EJ-'T*K+B*) 
J-'T*K+A* ]-lT*K+B* 
if and only if L = 0, 
Proof. Suppose L =O. Then L + =O. Thus, from the theorem, the result 
follows. 
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Now, suppose M + has the form mentioned in the corollary. Then, from the 
theorem, we have 
]L+R*= T*K +EL+R*, (2.33) 
JL+S*= TtK +EL+S*. (2.34) 
Now TL + =0, which by the definition of L implies that RT* =0 and 
ST* =O. Thus, premultiplying (2.33) and (2.34) by both R and S, and using 
(2.1), we have 
RL+l?*=O, SL+R*=o, (2.35) 
RL+F*=O, L SL+Sf=o. (2.36) 
Finally, L=LL+L=(R*R+S*S)L+(R*R+S*S)=O. The proof is com- 
plete. n 
COROLLARY 5. 
M+= K+(A*-EJ-‘T*K+A*) K+(B*-EJ-‘pK+B*) 
L+D*+J-‘T*K+A* L +C* + ] - IT* K +B* 
if and only 
if S=CL+L and R=DL+L. 
Proof. Suppose S=CL+L and R= DL+L. Then SL+L=CL+L and 
RL +I, = DL +L. Thus, by the definitions of R and S, we have 
AK +EL+L=Q, (2.37) 
BK +EL +L = 0. (2.36) 
Premultiplying (2.37) and (2.38) by A* and B*, respectively, and then 
adding, we have EL +L =O. Thus, EL+ - 0, and then the result follows. 
Now, suppose M + has the form described in the corollary. Then, from the 
theorem, we have 
L+D*= L+R*- j-‘PK +EL+R*, (2.39) 
L+C*=L+S*-J-‘T*K +EL+S*, (2.40) 
by the identity (2.1). Premultiplying (2.39) and (2.40) by L, we have 
LL+D* = R*, 
LL+c* = s*, 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
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since LT*=O, N(L)cN(R), and N(L)cN(S). Therefore, R=DL+L and 
S = CL + L. This completes the proof. n 
The results of the following are from [2]. 
COROLLARY 6 [2, Theorem l(v)]. A + ‘_AHzAy + -A +IIH 
H 
if and only if 
N(A)cN(B), 
N(A*) c N(L)*), 
N(H) cN(B*), 
N(H+)cN(D),andH=(C-BA+D)+. 
Proof. Suppose M+ has the form described in the corollary. Then, by 
the theorem, we have the following: 
K+A*-K+EF=A++A+DHBA+, (2.4) 
K+B*-K+EH=-A+DH, (2.44) 
F=-HBA+. (2.45) 
Now, premultiplying (2.44) by K and using the fact that N(K) c N (B) and 
N(K)cN(E*), we get 
B*=(E-KA+D)H. (2.46) 
Thus, N(H)cN(B*). By the definition of F, we have LF=R*. Thus, 
D*=E*K+A*-LHBA+. (2.47) 
Hence N(A*) c N(D*), since A*X =0 implies A +X =O. Next, we show 
H=(C-BA+D)+. By the definition of H, we have LH = S*. Thus, C* 
=LH+E*K+B*. Hence N(H)cN(C*), since N(H) c N(B*). By theident- 
ity (2.9), we have 
[H(c-BA+D)]*=H(c- BA+D). 
By (2.7) and (2.44), we have 
(c-BA+D)H=SL+S*+BK+B*. 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
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Thus, 
[(c-BA+D)H]+=(c-BA+D)H. 
By (2.9), (2.12), the fact that LT* = 0, (2.441, and (2.8), we have 
H(C-BA+D)H=(L+L+I-J-‘)H=H+J-lT*A+DH 
=H+H(B-BA+A)A+DH=H. (2.50) 
Now, (C-BA+D)H(C-BA+D)=(SL+S*+BK+B*)(C-BA+D) implies 
(C-BA+D)H(C-BA+D)=SL+(L-R*D)-SL+(-R*A)A+D 
+BK+B*C-BK+(K-A*A)A+D 
=S+BK+E-BA+D=C-BA+D, (2.51) 
by (2.2), (2.3), and the fact proven earlier in the corollary that N(A*) 
c N(D*). From (2.48), (2.49), (2.50), and (2.51), we conclude that H + = (C - 
BA+D). Therefore, H=(C- BA+D)+. By (2.10), we have [K+E- 
K+E(FD+HC)]*=FA+HB. Thus, (K+E-K+EHH+)*=H(B-BA+A). 
Premultiplying by H*, we get H* H(B - BA +A) = 0. This implies H +H( B - 
BA +A) = 0. Therefore, B - BA +A = 0, since N(H* ‘) = N(H) c N( B*). Thus, 
N(A) c N(B). Hence 
FA-tHB=O. (2.52) 
By (2.10) and (2.52), we get K +E - K +EFD - K +EHC= 0. That is, by (2.43) 
and (2.44), A+D+A+DHBA+D-A+DHC=O. Then A+D=A+DHH+. 
Thus, premultiplying by A, we get D = DHH +, since N(A*) c N(D*). This 
shows that N(H ‘) c N(D). The proof of sufficiency is straightforward. 1 
COROLLARY 7. hf + = -B+CF B++B+CFAB+ 
-FAB+ 
if and only if 
F 
N(B) c N(A), 
N(B*) cN(C*), N!) 
N(F) c N(A*), 
N(F+)cN(C), and F=(D-AB+C)+. 
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COROLLARY 8. M+= -FDC+ 
-C+BF C++C+BFDC+ 
if and only if 
N(C)cN(D), 
N(C*)cN(B*), (NJ 
N(F) cN(D*), 
N(F+)cN(B), and F=(A-DC+B)+. 
COROLLARY 9. M+= -HCD+ H 
D++D+AHCD+ -D+AH 
if and only if 
N(D)cN(C), 
N(D*)cN(A*), 
N(H) c N( C’), 
(N4) 
N(H+)cN(A), and H=(B- CD+A)+. 
The proofs of Corollaries 7, 8, and 9 can be obtained from the proof of 
Corollary 6 by noting that if P= UMV, where U and V are unitary matrices 
of appropriate orders, then P + = V* M + U*. For example, with regard to 
Corollary 8, we choose U= (y i)m,i V= (y i).,. partitioned confor- 
mably with M = 
we obtain P + immediately. Then M + = VP +b, and’making the appropriate 
identifications of blocks, we get Corollary 8. 
III. AN EXAMPLE 
In their text [l, pp. 71-751, Boullion and Odell consider two methods of 
computing the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
M=(! y -; ;). 
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The first method used is due to Hestenes, and the second is a procedure 
developed by Greville. We shall use our results to indicate how the Moore- 
Penrose inverse can be obtained. 
First, we partition M = (t E), where A=( i y). Applying the main 
theorem, we get 
K=(; ;), E=( _: f), 
R =02x2, S=O,,,, and L =Ozxz. 
We can apply Corollary 4, since L =Ozxz. Then using the notation of 
Corollary 4, we get T = K +E = D = ( _: i), and_l=( y 1). Finally, after 
some simple computations, we obtain 
M+=(w). 
In [5], Meyer has determined representations of (l)- and (1, &)-generalized 
inverses of partitioned block matrices. Since we have restricted our attention 
to the Moore-Penrose inverse, our results are of a more specialized nature. 
The authors would like to express their appreciation to David Carl-son for 
many helpful comments on the manusx-ipt. 
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